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TO EXPLORË THOROUGHLY THE SCRIPTURËS AND

n

THÊIR MËANING . .. TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS
POSSIBLE THE WORTD IN WHICH ÏHE CHURCH
LIVES AND HAS HER MISSION... TO PROVIDË A
VEHICLE FOR COMMUNICATING THE MEANING OF
GOD'S WORD fO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD."
_EDITORIAL POLICY STATËMENT, JULY, I967

John Paul I. The name chosen by
world Caùholicisrn's new Pope signals
an importanb factor in the religious
drama. By taking the names of his two
immediate predecessors, Albino Luciani
recognizes the universal urge for religious continuity and stability. By being
the first Pope in history to do so, John
Paul I expresses the equally universal
need for progress and change, the urge
to affirm a new identity for a new age.
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Reports concerning Luciani's work
as a bishop, and then a cardinal, support each of these elements. He has the
compassion of a pastor, whose cencern
is that ihe flock keep their feet in time
of stress. But he also has the courage
of a prophet unafraid to unseat injus-

iice-he dissented when the late

Pope

Paul came down hard against artificial
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Blessed Are the Peacemakers
By BEN WIEBE
What is involved in participating in the
blessing and the direction of peacemaking?
Many Christians today are asking about
this kind of question with new awareness
and concern. One evidence of this is the
re-examination of the concept of the just
war.* On the other hand, there is also
renewed interest in pacifism, the other

main historical position worked out by
Christians on the problem of war. One
could cite Jacques Ellul's book on Violence,
Sen. Mark Hatfield's Between a Rocl¿ and
a Hard Place, and the writings of John
Yoder. As Karl Barth said, "pacifism has
almost infinite arguments in its favour."

Although pacifism has been around since
the beginnings of Christian history, it became a very thin line after the time of the
emperor Constantine. Perhaps renewed
interest in it wa¡ sparked in our time by
the immense destructive power of modern
weaponry. The study of the Scriptures in
historical context, and the growing sense of
the universality of the Christian faith have
also prompted a fresh look at the problem of warfare. While the just wat, and
even the notion of the crusade, are still
very much in the field,'few Christian
thinkers would defend traditional claims
for these positions with the conviction that
rhey needed no review.
Most early leaders in the Restoration
Movement-men such as Alexander Campbell, Fanning, Franklin, McGarvey, and
Lipscomb-were pacifists, but there was
Ben Wiebe preaches for the Church of Christ in Thunder
Bøy, Ontørio. He høs the M.Diu. degree from Knox College
in Toronto.
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usually tolerance for different convictions.
While this prevented the breaking of fellowship, in most cases, an unfortunate result
may be that with such mutual'acceptance
we do not work with the problem. Initiative and clear thinking on peacemaking
cannot develop in a vacuum.
PAC¡ FISM IN PERSPECTIVE

A Christian understanding of pacifism
begins with an interpretation of the word
as it reflects the meaning of Jesus' statement about peacemakers (Matt. 5:9)' The
word "pacifism" is actually a contraction

of two Latin words meaning "to make
peace."** Jesus'statement of the principle
defines it in a way which sets it apart from
other movements which might advocate
nonviolence. The latter position designates
a passive attitude. But the Christian understanding of pacifism is an active movement
involved in the dynamic of making peace.
This distinction answers the criticism
often heard, that pacifism represents an at'
titude of keeping one's hands clean by
avoiding trangression. This confined view
is a legalism independent of Jesus and
cannot represent a truly Christian pacifism.
(It could as easily be derived from amerely
humanistic reverence for life.) It is not
legalism, however, to follow the admitted
thrust of the New Testament witness on
pacifism. This witness is often acknowledged even by those who hold the just war
position white claiming to be biblical. It
is the non-pacifist Bible belie¡er, therefore,
who must justify taking a different stance.
Christian pacifism is not merely a question of obedience to this or that command51

ment. It is an act of obedience, but it is more;
is a response or necessary consequence of
being disciples (Acts 1:8). It is not an end in itself, or the result of human achievement. If we
understand this witness as an act of faith in
Christ, then it is part of accepting the gospel.

it

Pacifism is a matter of consistency with the
total Christian witness. It represents Christ to
the world. Instead of asking whether it is possible under certain circumstances for a Christian
to participate in warfare, we have to ask whether that is a possible way of proclaiming or
bearing witness to Christ. If the whole life of
the Christian is to be a witness to the love of
God, then we cannot look for a place "alongside" (as Luther put it) or outside of this
witness which will allow participation in warfare. This follows from any understanding of

the gospel as a message which includes the
whole of life, and of Jesus as Lord of all of
life and of the world (Matt. 28:18-20).

are," or is not reuelation involved, for the
Christian?

In a similar way, the forward movement of
history may be seen as a source of light or
direction. In its time, the New Testament teaching on pacifism was right; but we are now at a
different point in history. Just war advocates
may note that, unlike their situation in the
New Testament, Christians now have access to
power. This may be viewed in terms of the
change in Christianity's status under the emperor Constantine. Or we may be referred to
the fact that Christians in democratic states
are no\ry a part of the state's power.
Certainly a new situation may call for fresh
tasks. But can the situation itself provide the
light for what those tasks shall be? The call to
be responsible does not in itself reveal these
tasks or their shape. The crucial question here

not whether the Christian has a responsibility
for the social order, but what that responsi-

is

bility
L I NTE RACTION
This does not mean that there are not some
strengths in the just war theory. In many situations, both positions can speak a common
word and can represent peace by a kind of respectful interaction. One strength of the just
war approach is the recognition that war is a
R

ESPECT FU

dreadful alternative and therefore can never be
considered an easy or simple way to resolve
conflict. Criteria are established that weigh alternatives to war. This provides a clear awareness that not every cause for war and every
action in warfare come equally close to what
is just. (The critical question is whether it is
really workable, under the pressure of actual
war, to say "No" to a given war.)

In the interaction between these two views
of the Christian's
decision. What light or what resources guide
our response? The classical just war theory is
deeply rooted in natural theology, the idea
that the nature of things provides direction
and light. But here there are immediate difficulties for the Christian. Is this nature as it
is, or as it should be? Is it human nature to be
loving or violent? Is the knowledge of proper
education, family relationships-or whether to
participate in war-inherent in "things as they
a crucial matter is the source

4sz

is.

Just war advocates'realistic analysis of the
use of power in a sin-infected war actually
reveals the inadequacy of this view. The analysis is true, but it ís a picture of the old world
("age" in New Testament terms), not of the
new. This view of power is possible quite apart
from Christ, even though its clearest expressions result in part from Christian insights. The
basic issue here is whether participation in
warfare is specifically loyal to Christ.
THE CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY
One way to identify the meaning of specific
Christian loyalty is to look at the point of the
relationship of church and world. The creative
newness of being God's people and the way
they are set apart from the surrounding society
which does not yet choose to believe are set
forth in such passages as 1 Peter 2:4-L0. Christians are called out of darkness to be a holy
nation, "God's own people" (vs. 9). When this
idea becomes confused, Christians may on the
one hand withdraw from the concerns and
affairs of the very world God would save, and
on the other hand completely identify with
the world.
The earliest Christians were a voluntary fellowship ready to pay the price of being an
unfavored minority. Under the emperor ConSEPTEMBER, 1978

stantine, this was reversed. By the end of the
was a crime not to be a
Christian, and soon it was a crime not to be
the right kind of Christian. Augustine taught
that while the genuine Christians were a minor'
ity, it was wrong to attempt to determine just
who were the real believers. Now the church
became everyone in Europe, with an obvious
Ioss of the kind of distinction called for in
l- Peter 2.

fourth century it

Another shift came in terms of God's purpose for the world and the church. Before
Constantine, history was considered to be in
God's hands. It was identified with what God
was doing in the world through the church.
Now Caesar became the preferred instrument
of God's purpose-the early church historian
Eusebius already has this view. The state or
the empire, under the blessing of the church,
carries the primary tneaning of God's work
in history.

of structure and values, it
becomes commonplace to say that the "responsible" church will preach a kind of ethics
which will work for non-Christians as well as
Christians. To put it' another way, since everyone may now consider himself in some sense a
In such

a fusion

Christian, the church's prescription becomes
one of how best to guide society. In this identification of the church with the world, the
church has a deep, vested interest in the present
order of things and uses its cultic power and
other means at her disposal to maintain that
orde¡. This excludes at the outset any possibil'
ity of the church becoming the force for questioning the values of society at large and of
putting Christian ethics in its true light.
But the Christian way is for Christians. It is
for people who, if they will, may use the resources of love, repentance, sacrifice, and the
Holy Spirit within the supporting life of the
Chrisl,ian community. They cannot expect to
compel the world to hold to the faith which is
the basis of the Christian's obedience. Neither,
therefore, can they expect of the world that
kind of moral action which would appropri
ately be the fruit of faith. Despite this fact,
many Christians still employ categories of
moral thought in relation to society that stem
from the age of Constantine"
SEPTEMBËR, 1978

THE WAY OF JESUS
The specific distinction of the Christ-like
life, and implications for the questiou of warfate, ate found in Luke 6:27-36. Here Jesus
assumes that there witl be something special
about the Christian's behavior. It is not a matter of what might be expected of everyone.
The question is, What credit is it if you ale
good only in the way everyone else is good?- If
you love only those who love you, what is there
about your behavior that bears witness to the
new life in Christ? That tife is authenticated in
Iove that reaches all the way to the enemy; that
is what makes it evident that you ate "sons of
the Most High." Christian love, in contrast to
non-Chrisbian, is that which is defined by God's
unlimited love and his action in Christ.

A serious question arises where there seems
to be the need for the Christian to come to
the aid of another person. What does distinctively Christian love require rn such a situation?
It should be realized, however, that there are
several key differences between this question

and that of warfare. In the case of an individual
attacker, my defensive action would be directed to him alone. There is not the serious
risk of harming innocent bystanders' Further,

while firm restraint might in some way be justified, killing is certainly not. And even in such
cases, if one enters the situation without anti
cipating some means of restraint other than
violence, how can he recognize an opportunity
to "overcome evil with good" (Rom' l2:2L)?
Jesus'parable of the Good Samaritan does
not nearly answer all our questions on this
issue, but it casts more light on the situation
than some have thought' In the usual relationship of enmity, as there was between the Jews
and the Samaritans (and as there is in war),
the Samaritan should first have determined
whether the injured män was also a Samaritan
before he came to his aid. The point of the
parable is precisely that, for the follower of
Christ, the enemy becomes a neighbor. In wat,
the enemy's need makes the Christian obliga"
tion to treat him as a neighbor even more
urgent--a complete reversal of the definition
of neighbor expected of us by the state.
The teaching of Jesus is deepened and con53

firmed by Ìris ìife. To follow in the way of
.Iesus irneans servanthood, the ullimate measure of lvhich is the cross (Mark B:34-35, l-0:
42-45; Luke 22: 24"2'7)" This involves a committnent that will mark the Christian community with a chalacter of its own. It calls Christians to relate to otl.rers in love and service,
even when confronted by evil.
Lest

it

be thought that this is a sign

of weak-

ntlss, we should note that servanthood is a
way to mahe things happen-but in God's style.
The cross teaches that we cannot hang our
hopes merely on this world's standard of successful means. Our faithfulness and God's
triumpÌr in human history are not linked in a

ct cause-effect chain (cf. Jdnn L2:24-26).
tsut it is in shaping ouï response to evil after
thc; pattern of thr: cross that the resurrection
can also be realized-the renewed way of living
which Christ brings can come to light within
the conditions of history. Besides, as Yoder says:
The rejection of violence appears to be social
withdrawal if we assume it is the key to all
that happr:ns in society" But the logic shifts
if we recognize Lhat the number of locks
that can be opened with the key of violence
is very limited.
dire

'Ihe cross also sets in perspective the relationship of the church to society. For believers,
Christ has been made the righteousness of God,
and political power has been deprived of its
suprerrle sanction (cf. 1 Cor. 2:B). Christ crucified has become the Christian's highest authority;he has freed us from political idolatry.
Jesus is Lord, requiring at least relative indepeirdence from other loyalties.
'Ihus, the church cannot be identified with
thc nation" To do so not only places religious
sanction on national selfishness. It also is
wrong because it mahes the church assume
that society can be "Christianized" through
the churcir's possession of authority and power"
Þtrational churches, along with class churches
and race churches, do not represent Christ
(Gal. 3:26-29, Eph. 2:I4-L9).
,4 more biblical view of the church's identity
wilhin society wouid mean the removal of one
of the main reasons why Chrisl;ians have sometirnes felt it necessary to participate in warf¿ue.
In our time, as never before, people through-

t)
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out the earth are entering into a common
history. Christians mäy now in faith bring the>
witness which asks about the weìl-being of
one's own nation in the larger context of what
is good for the well-being of the world. That
in itself is a basic perspective for providing
the setting for peace.
CONCLUSIONS
War is only the most visible place of enmity
and evil. Peacemaking involves discernment
and actions in the setting where evil grows and
makes for war. The following statements summarize some of these views and indicate some
practical implications of peacemaking.

1. Peace is what Christ brought through his
deed of reconciliation. Accepting this deed
means reconciled living, or making peace. Our
own hostilities and brokenness need to be
healed in the experience of forgiveness and in
the context of Christian fellowship (Matt. 18:

t5-22).
2. The atmosphere for peacemaking is speaking truth in contrast to the use of manipulation in relationships.
3. Peace is expressed in sharing the tangible
as well as the intangible. The making of peace is
demonstrated when the disparity between
wealth and poverty within the church is clealt
with. It is further seen as the church manifests
the form of the servant to all. Included here is
stewardship, and the respectful use of creation.

4. Peacemaking is expressed as a concern in
the midst of society to order priorities so that
justice for people and their well-being is
primary. This includes such mundane affairs
as economic and trade relationships between
nations.
5. Peace is not a new program or system, but
a life of being peacemakers. It is a commitment
to follow Jesus'way of love, a way that
affirms the life of the other and evidences the
good news that we no longer need live in
hatred and hostility.
t
,'See Michael Weed, "The Just War: Can Force Be

of Love?" Mission, February 19?8.
am indebted in this section and at other points
to Hans-Werner Bartseh, "The Foundation and Meaning of Christian Pacifism," New Theology, No. 6,
Marty and Peerman, eds.
an Instrument
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By GENE SHELBURNE

Several weeks ago I was sitting on an Indiana
creek bank holding a fishing pole alongside the
farmer who worked the land.
"I can't believe you said what you did last
he commented.
night,"
-i'Whut
do you mean?" I asked. I wasn't sute
what part of the sermon he was bothered about'
"You sounded almost like you believe in capital
punishment, " he exPlained.
I assured him that he had heard correctly' "I do' "
The conversation which followed was not at all
unlike thousands of similar discussions during the
past hundred years or so between Christians who
LonesUy differ on this subject' We did not solve
the issue. I totd him my reasons for thinking bhe
way I do, but he remained unconvinced' As we
talked, I could see that the issue was far too emotional for us to explore it with much ctarity of
thought.
We may not fare much better in this article' I
suspect that this topic is much too highly charged
for many of us to hear the opposing views with a
cool head or an inquiring heart.

HÕW CÕULN VOLI BEt¡EVE THAT?
My Indiana farm friend seemed aghast at my
viewi favoring the death penalty for certain crimes'
"How could you possibly believe a thing like that?"
he pressed me' "That's in the OId Bible and Jesus
took all that out of effect."
Gene Shelbut'ne is preøching minister of the Annø St'
Church of Christ in Amarílla" Texas' and editor of
The Christian APPeal.
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He was echoing a position held by many honest
and intelligent Christians. But I think he was wrollg'
Jesus did nail the Law of Moses to the cross' He
definitely removed the Otd Covenant and replaced
it with his new one. But God's law of capital punish¡nent was in effect long before Moses or his Law
came along. As far bach as the time of the flood,
in Genesis 9:6, God set forth his eternal command,
"Whoever sheds the blood of man, by man shall
his blood be shed."
This ìaw has never been removed. Just as th<:
promise of God in ttre later verses of Genesis I is
*titt itt effect and his raitrbow stands to the end of
time as a promise that he will never again destroy
the earth by water, so the commaudmeut given ot-t
the same occasion will remaiu in effect until the
end of the world' God intends that every murderer
pay for his crime with his own life.

When God abolished the old Law, Ìre showed
that the I'{ew Covenant has its roots hundreds of
years in the past. Bach in Genesis 12 hr: had described the promise of Jesus' coming. And in Genesis 15:6 he showed Abraham to be ¿r moclel for
Christian salvation: "He believed the Lorcl, and he
reckoned it to him as righteottsneßs." Atryone whc:
understands the book of Romatrs ktrows that the
Iaws and principles set forth early itr Genesis werc
intended to last (see also Gal. ll:15-t?). They were
not abolished when Moses' Lalv was taken away' If
anything, they shine more brightly now' And Gotl's
ruie that a murderer should die f<¡r lris crime is one
of those early, etetnal laws.
Nothing Jesus taught changes this clear statement of God's wili. Ûur Lord's ilistr"uctions that
55

we repay good for evil were addressed to his indi"
vidtral followers, not to civil governments who impose criminal penalties. In fact, Jesus commanded
his men to respect the government and its laws
(which at that time included provisions for the
death penalty).
Instead of criticizing government authorities for
exercising the power to execute criminals, Christ
and his apostles taught that all believers should

mother shall be put to death" (2I:I7). The owner
of an ox that killed anybody was to die if his ox

customarily ran loose and he had been warned to
pen it (2I:29).
These are only a few of the instances in the Bible
in which God commands (not just permits) capital
punishment. Witchcraft, sex with an animal, and
idolatry are added to the list in Exodus 22, and the
list grows as we read further.

When we try to take the sword out of
the hand of government, and deny the state the
right to put to death a cr¡m¡nal, I fear that
we oppose God himself.

have a wholesome fear for that power. ,,[f you do
wrong," the apostle Paul told his readers in Rome,
"be afrâid." They ought to respect the power of an

official to punish wrong, Paul said, "for he does
not bear the sword in vain" (Rom. 13:4).
When we try to take the sword out of the hand
of government and deny the state the right to put
to death a criminal,I fear that we oppose God himself. For the New Testament plainly teaches here
in Romans 13 that the government official with his
sword in his hand "is the servant of God to execute
his wrath on the wrongdoer." Do we share God's

wrath? Do we feel like he does about criminals?
PITTING GOD AGAINST GOD
In between nibbles, my Indiana fisherman friend

pursued the argument. "We break God's commandment when we execute a murderer," he insisted,

"for God said, 'Thou shalt not kill., If we kill,

are doing what he told us not

to do."

we

At first that sounds like an iron-clad argument.
God said we should not ever kill anybody, then
we shouldn't, obviously. But did God really say
that?
"Thou shalt not kill," is the Sixth Commandment, recorded in Exodus 20:j"8. But just one
chapter later, while Moses is explaining God,s laws
given on Mt. Sinai, the old lawgiver cites five crimes
for which God not only allowed but positively
commanded that a criminal be killed. ,,Whoever
strikes a man so that he dies shall be put to death',
(2L:I2). "Whoever strikes his father or his mother
shall be put to death" (21:15). ,,Whoever steals a
man (in other words, kidnaps him), whether he sells
him or is found in possession of him, shall be put
to death" (21:1-6). "lVhoever curses his father orhis

If

8so

Now don't get sidetracked by pteading that these
are Old Testament verses. I know they are. So is
the Sixth Commandment, "Thou shalt not kill." I
tried to show my fishing farmer friend that he
could not legitimately use "Thou shalt not kili" to
disprove capital punishment. For the very God who
said, "Thou shalt not kill," prescribed killing as the
punishment for breaking that law.
No doubt our modern versions of the Bible are
more nearly correct here when they read, ,,Thou
shalt not murder," thus showing that God was protecting his people from crime instead of telling
them not to punish it.
ARË WË NICËR THAN GOD?
"But Jesus taught us to love those who do evil,',
my host on the creek bank replied as he hooked a
fresh worm. "How can we say we love someone if
we kill them?"
A good question. Jesus certainty did teach us to.
love everybody. But he also taught us, both by his
example and by his direct preaching, to stand firm
for justice. "He shall proclaim justice to the Gentiles," Isaiah foretold of Him (Matt. 12:1B). The
coming of Christ's kingdom was predicted by the
prophets as a time when evil men would finally get
what was coming to them. Crime would cease to
pay when wrongdoers faced the righteous wrath of
the Messiah. "Vengeance is mine, I will repay, saith
the Lord," is a prediction of the justice one can expect under Christ, the righteous Judge.

When we are too squeamish to punish a murderer, we fail to stand up for the justice Jesus
stands for. lühen we lack the heart to mete out
death to a killer, we show by our weakness of spirit
that we have far too little love in our hearts for the
murdered victim and his loved ones.
SEPTEMBER, 1978

Allowing murderers to live is not love' \{hen I
fail to putti.tt the misdeeds of my children, do I
love thém more or less? "Whom the Lord loves, he
chastens." A refusal by our society to issue proper
punishment to violent criminals is evidence not of
society's lovableness, but of its weakness'
The ancients were wiser than we. Edmund Spenser spent most of his Fifth Book in The Faery
Queine arguing that mercy to an individual is often
cruelty to society. God knows that' So he provides
the gðvernments of our world, both good and bad
orr"t, to serve as his agents in punishing criminals
and îhus protecting those who are doing good in
his world. If God agreed with the anti-capital-punishment people, he would not be on the side of
good and decent folks. He would leave them to be
th" h"lpluts prey of unpunished, repeat-offending
criminals. God is not like that. Why are we?
GOD'S REASON
I didn't tell him, but my creek bank critic left
out the most popular modern argument against capital punishmãttf. "W" value human life too much
to ilow any man to be killed' even a murderer'" I
heard a sharp young lawyer voice this high-sounding
appeal ut h"- debaled this subject with our local
district attorneY.
The D. A. could have answered his opponent
better if he had read his Bible more closely' He
could have pointed out that value for human life is
precisely the reason God gives to execute murã"r"tr. i'Whoeuer sheds the blood of man, by man

really. He was not in shape physically to get into
an emotional argument (and this subject lends itself to that).
I suspect that underneath a lot of what he was
saying (and behind a lot of what some of my friends
.uí tã me on this issue) lies a very sensitive and inteitigent reaction against the use of capital punishpracticed it in America' And I
-urrl o, we høuethe
way we have done it in past
must agree that
generations has been wrong.
When rich men with high-powered attorneys can

find legal loopholes and avoid death, while poor
urrd black men and brown men go to death,
something is wrong. That is not justice'

-"n

Most of us are quite accurately tuned in on what
is just and what ii not. We have an inner "radar"
that goes off when we see abuses of human beings'
We sõe capital punishment like we have had in our
nation anâ something deep inside of us says, "No
way!" If it's going to be that way, let's not have
any of it." Ñone of us really favor this kind of
injustice.
But while we oppose this kind of abuse' Iet's be
careful not to throw out God's plan for dealing
with the violent criminal. The problem is not that
some poor murderer is killed; the problem is that
,o-u ,i"h murderer is not. That's really what we're
arguing against. \ile'te saying that the rich killer
shãutd be killed but isn't. But we've got our argument somehow tangled up. God commanded death
for them all. And he did not indicate that we
should let the poor man live because the rich man

They cry out for the right of the
murderer to live while the Creator says,
'By man shall his blood be shed.'

shall his blood be shed; for God made man in his
own image" (Gen. 9:6). Human beings are too precious to God for any murderer to be allowed to kill
them without paying the supreme penalty-his
own life.
This is God's own explanation for capital punishment. We put murderers and rapists and kidnappers to death because human life is too valuable
to be violated by wanton, unprincipled people' If
we do not care for our fellowman enough to punish the criminal who abuses him, then we value
human life too little.
As I said earlier, I didn't get very far with my
Indiana brother on the creek bank' I didn't try

If a man murThat is
shed'"
be
blood
his
shall
man

stays alive. He says both should die.

ders, "by
what God said.
I fear that we have let some of the modern sociological philosophies distort our reading of the
Scripturei in this area. As a result, many Christians
find themselves so strongly defending human life
that they find themselves "worshiping the cteature
rather than the Creator." They cry out for the right
of the murderer to live, while the Creator says, "By
man shall his blood be shed." Thus we find ourselves doing things our way instead of God's way'
And you know as well as I do that whenever we
stop doing things God's way, we make a mess' t
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The Darlc lVíght of the Soul
-AMusillgBy GRADY JAMES ROBINSON

Freaky is not a good word to begin with,
but it keeps popping up in my head.
Freaky is tame in light of how I truly feel,

and
darkness is a bit lame
despair is about the same
doubt would be close,
but nobody ever believes you.
Ragel Ah yes, now we are getting somew-here.
Rage puts life in the page,
and a little rhyme for the time being.

it, downright
down deep
getdown
life-sucking
gut-wrenching rage is lvhat I feel.
Rage that is causing me to . . .
cuss thy neighbor
throw thy B-iron
kick thy furniture
slam thy door
sass thy wife
boo thine umpire
question thy book
sulk in the dark
and throw thy B-iron or did I say that?
Rage is a good word to describe The Dark Night of the soul. Also
bizarte, weird, strange, stupid, and a few more and as far as I know
none of them rhyme either.
Rage. That's

The religious man must endure it, so says
Augustine (and his mother), Kierkegaard (and Either he Or I
is crazy), samuel Johnson (and aI his melancholy), G. K. chesterton (and
his despair), Bertrand Russell (and his atheism), Mark rwain (and cynìcism),
william Faulkner (and his raunchyism), william saroyan lana titter tip
_ Chesterfields; now there was a real writer).

But, not

Alexander campbell or warter scott or David Lipscomb or any
of those guys who handed down a nice, neat mess of pottage,
all wrapped up and
cooked,
well done,
overdone,
done and gone sour on us.
The deepest, darkest night of the deepest, darkest soul I own
the only soul I've got.
And nobody believes me when I tell
them I think I might be losing it.
Jesus. (surely he belongs in here somewhere, somehow, sometime.)
soMalcolm Muggridge tnrns out to be one of the few who makes sense.

10
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SoFatherAndrewGreelywasrightafterallínLifefortheWanderer'
son
so Bishop pihe wasn't crazy aftôr dl to go looking for his clead
the
in
son'
my
to
in the clesert. I'd Ìoclk, too, it something happened
desert

the citY
the sea
the countrY
the mountains
bhe bars

the ballfields
and eternitYt.

of
So maybe Fulton J. Sheen was a genius after aII, and was ahead
good
reason'
a
for
ratings
Milton Berle in the
So maybe Peale isn't so appalling after all, and Paul isn't
so appealing, sometimes.
Through this Dark Night of the only soul I Got Issued, I want so very
dásperately to Believe' In Him. That one we mentioned
back up there, somewhere.
But most of all Mr. God,
if you be a real God

if You be a Mr.
most of all I want You to know this is
much more than just a musing'
and

What is this?
What this is,
is one of your four billion million trillion people
seeking (because it's his very nature)
sãarching (because he would really like to know' Know)
(with typewriter and clean white paper)
saying
"swáying
(tossed to and fro, especially fro, with every

etc. ).

What this is,
is a person asking some very serious questions'
But seems like no one believes
in the class
he should be asking such questions because they are not
to be a bus minister'"
you
ought
notes at the Graduate Schãol and so, "may'be
So, the answer echoes down the corridor o{ time,

il"*t ã(I

Dallas-to-Abilene

3n{the
i¡tæt ttt. number), while drivingto the Lectureship

And a voice came from heaven saYing:
200,000 true Christians
in the SuPerdome
for the first annual
SPEAKERS (two
suPER-DOUBLE-DUPER-PROTRACTED-ONE HUNDRED
women) SOUL-SAVING WORKSHOP'
So

I said, $2.00 on the front nine
$2.00 on the bacì< nine
$2.00 on total Putts,
and ìet's get started,
before it gets too dalk
to ever
PIaY this game

again"
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and amen
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Lord's

Srrpper
By PHlLtlP J0l{l\S0N
W|¿en he was at table wíttz tltem, l.te toote the
bread and blessed, and brolee it, and gaue it to
them. And theír eyes were opened and they recognized him. . . . 'I'hen they told what had happened on the road, and how he was known to
them in the brealzing of the bread.
Lulze 24:31-32,35

It

was a muddy Sunday morning in the

litile vilmiles north of
Madras, India, when I straddled the baclc of a wellworn motorcycle to join Jesu Ðan on his rr:gular
round to the village churches. He was bright and
jolly, rather pk:ased, it seemed, to have me along.
I r,vas tired and run down from my more or less
constant bout with dysentery. I feareld I r,volrlcì not
be much encouragernent to Jesu Da.n that day.
lage

of Madrapakum, forty long

He explained we hacl seven stops to make-smalì,
out-of-the-way villages with strange*sounding names
like, Vyradaypalum, Drishna Samnnclrum, or lo.lagari-most of which l cannot rememtrer at all zrnyA graduute of Princeton 'l'lteological Serninuryt, I,ltiili.¡t
Jolznson now ¡treaclzes at tlte Wesl Islip congt"egatk¡¡t on
Long [slanc], Neut Yorl¡.

ïP.
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more. The motorcycle swerved and swayed under

my extra weight along the narrow, muddy roads.
Jesu Dan seemed more to be fighting the machine
than driving it. At his insistence, I tried hopelessly
to hold his battered umbrella over my head as we
bumped along: one of many examples of how our
Indian brethren, in their untiring concern for our
welfare, often almost literatly killed us with kiúdness. I was relieved when we arrived at our first

stop without incident"
When we pulled up in front of the mortarJike
house, the small gathering inside had already begun singing hymns. As a visitor from America, I
caused a small commotion when we entered. There
was much bowing and nodding and hand-shaking.
But things soon settled down, and the hymn-singing
continued.
The room was rather dar.k, but I could make out
that the little congr.egation was made up mosily of
women and a few young people. The earth floor
.change
was dry and cool--a welcomed
from the
swelterÍng heat already gathering outside.
Jesu Dan gave a brief sermon in his high-pitched,
nasal Indian voice. I-Ie was intense and earnest; his

very name rneant "$ervä.nt of Jesus."

üf

course

I
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did not understand a worcl of his'lelegu language,
except the often"repeated, now familiar "Jesu
Christi." Next, I spoke about Jesus the bearer of
our bnrdens, and Jesu l)an translated my words. It
was a message, I thought as I sat down, which rny
listeners must have understood much better than I.

An old and ragged man then came forward and
knelt facing us on the mat where the basket and
cup had been placed. After blessing both, he passed
those familiar elements among us. Their very familiarity caught me by surprise. There was no need for
translation now. The intimate silence spoke a word

of welcome to my soul and eased my sense of isolation. For a few blessed moments I was no longer
the foreigner;I was one with these people. Now we
were speaking the same language, sharing the same
regret of sin, the same hope of forgiveness. Now we
were recalling the same past and hoping toward the
same future. In our eating and drinking together,
the time and place and circumstance seemed unimportant. Our lives were gathered and woven into
the single story of the One who joinedus this meal.

Late that night, in my ill-hept travel journal, I
tried to commit to words the vivid impression all
this made on me, the feeling that the Lord's supper
is the Christian's native language.

Of course, that is only a way of saying what the
church through the centuries has always known,
that the Lord's supper is central to the understanding of her life and mission. Here around the table
of the Lord we are presented with the wordless
drama of our life before God. Here, the story of
our life in Christ is written with the final clarity of
these simple symbols. Here is where we learn what
"church" reaily means.
First of all, the Lord's supper points us to the
past frorn whíclt we lzaue cotne. By now we all
know of Alex Haley's remarkable booh, l?ools. The
book reveals Haley's unrelenting search for the ori*
gins of his family back through their life in American slavery to their beginnings on African soil.
What was the motivation for such a probe? Ancl
why has it had such appeal? Is it not the need to be
able to give some meaningful account of one's life
as it now stands, to search out the meaning of the
physical and spiritual pilgrimage which has brought
us to our present moment of life? If we are to
know who we are and what we are to be abclut
nou) t we must be a"ble to tell with meaning where
we have come from. We must have a life story"
SËPTËMBËR,1S78

Before he went to the cross, Jesus gave thought

to the church's memory. He said, "Do this in remembrance of me." The church receives the body
and blood of Jesus as a constant sign of her beginning. Our roots are sunk deep in the earth of Golgotha where our God poured out his life for us in
love. And ib is that beginning, it is the fact that we
r¡/ere conceived in suffering love that marks the
way of our life as the church of Jesus Christ.

As the focus of our worship together, the Lord's
supper reveals to us that we have only one story to

remember and tell. It is the story of the love of
God as demonstrated in the life and death of Jesus.
When the church confuses that story with any
other-the American story, or the denominational
story, or the "Restoration" story--then we have
given up our past and lost our identity as the
church of Jesus Christ.
The Lord's supper binds all belieuers together in
one body. It is the demonstration of the relationship we share with one another in Jesus Christ. It is
a fellowship meal. Paul writes: "The bread which
we break, is it not the participation in the body of
Christ? Because there is one bread, we who are
many are one body, for we all partake of the one
btead" (1- Cor. 10:16-17). A look at the context of
Paul's words here shows clearly that "participation"
means nothing less than "becoming one with"becoming one with Christ's body, becoming one
with all those f.ot whom Christ died.

This helps us to understand Paul's strange words

in the next chapter of 1 Corinthians. He rebukes

the Corinthian believers because they are failing to
"wait for one another" in their participation in the
tord's supper. He says: "For anyone who eats and
drinks without discerning the body eats and drinks
judgment upon himself. That is why many of you
are weak and ill and some have died" (1 Cor. 11:
29-30). The problem in the Corinthian church was
that they we¡e individualistic and fragmented. And
this lack of unity was endangering them spiritually.
Such fragmentation among the followers of Jesus
was a profaning of the very body of Christ whose
oneness is visible in the one bread.
This challenges not only our petty local schisms
but also all forms of sectarian exclusivism. As long
as wr: think we can easily go our own individualistic ways, as long as we love our own opinions (even
61
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our cherished opinions about difficutt biblical issues) more than the whole body, we are in danger
of an abuse of the fettowship for which Jesus died.
As long as lve think we can seek our o\¡¡n solutions
and our own edification apart from the others for
whom Jesus died, we will continue to live half-lives
in Christ and never know the fullness and universality of the whole community of Christ. As long as
we continue to set truth over against unity, we will
find neither.
rWill we never reach the point at which our common faith in Jesus Christ is enough to bind us together? Will we never come to accept the fact that
believers will never all think alike (even about the
Bible)? Can we not lay all our relative rightness
and wrongness at the foot of the cross long enough
to recognize that we are only a few among the
many who have come there for life?
When we receive the Lord's supper, we should
be challenged to discern the body of Christ in
which there is neither Jew nor Greek, bond nor
free, male nor female, liberat nor conservative, literalist nor non-Iiteralist, Catholic nor Protestant,
Baptist nor "Church-a-Christ," for \rye all look to
the one Christ. We must allow the Spirit of Christ
to kindle anew the realization of our solidarity with
our brothers and sisters, not because we think or
act or even believe exactly alike, but because we
all partake of the one bread which is his body and
thus are gathered by the one Spirit into the one
body.
Not only does the Lord's supper recall our past
and define our life together, it also ínforms us of
the pattern of our life and ministry in the world.It
tells us the way we must walk. It is our call to
action.

When the children of Israel ate the first Passover
meal, they were commanded to eat standing up,
with their sandals on and tied. This was a sign of
their readiness to leave their homes and follow their
God into a new life which he would show them.
The Passover meal was not only a receiving from
God. It was a participation with him in his saving
work. In the Lord's supper-this supreme symbol
of self-sacrificing love-we not only receive the suf'
ferings of Christ for our sakes, we hear the call to

participate in the suffering work of redemption in
the world.
Here is where the way is set down for the church
in her life in the world. It is not the way of institu-
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tional success; it is not the way of self-glorification;
it is not the way of partial involvement and halfhearted love; it is not the way of self-seeking, privatistic edification. It is the way of Jesus of Naza'
reth who lost his life in an ocean of human sin and
need. The peculiar logic of Christian ministry becomes crystal clear in the Lord's supper-losing life
so that others may have life, or, as Paul said it,
"filling up in my body what is lacking in the sufferings of Christ" (Col. 1-:24).
As we gather around the table of our Lord, let's
not pass these symbols around too comfortably.
Let's not feel too much at home here. For until we
have found ourselves so concretely involved with
the sins and hurts and needs of the world that it
costs us something, we will be partial strangers at
this table of suffering.

One more brief word must be said. The Lord's
supper bears the promise of Christ's abiding pres'
ence wíth the church. Without this promise, it is a
mere symbol, just nice religious talk. Without this
promise, its power to recall and to knit us together
and send us into the world is empty. But because
Jesus has promised to be with us in our eating and
drinking, all else is real.
Jesus said, when he ate the last supper: "I tell
you, I shall not drink again of this fruit of the vine
until that day when I drink it anew with you in my
father's kingdom" (Matt. 26:29). It is this very
promise which came true for the disciples on the
road to Emmaus. Lost in their grief and confusion,
they could not recognizethe presence of the living
Lord with them. But, Luke recalls,
When he was at table with them, he took the
bread and blessed it, and broke it, and gave it to
them. And their eyes were opened and they recognized him. . . . Then they told what had happeáed on the road and how he was known to
ihem in the breading of bread. (Luke 24:73-36)
There is no doubt that this incident was preserved by the early believers and set down by Luke
as a commentary on the meaning of the Lord's sup'
per. It was to assure Christians that whenever they
gather around the table the risen Christ is present
as the gracious host. The power of the Lord's supper to enliven our faith through recollection, fellowship, and the call to self-sacrificing discipleship
is not mere symbolism. It is Christ himself who is
with us, whom we may recognize through the eyes
t
of faith in the breaking of the bread.
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CantheChurch rtenter
the World of Modern Thought?

By JOHN ARCENEAUX

Almost all of the church's current problems can
be traced to the way modern man conceives of
reality.
A major transformation in human thought is now
seeing its culmination in the twentieth century. Although philosophy has traditionally been humanistic in its outlook (that is, the ultimate starting
point for all thought has been centered with man),
the nature of the recent change has been with regard to the meaning of this humanistic starting
point.

In classical, medieval,

and some modern human-

ism, philosophers sought to justify standa¡ds of
truth and morality by appealing to reason as an objective authority. But in more recent times, philosophy has seen the virtual abandonment of all
attempts to establish anything objectively. Man
now pronounces truth-he no longer discovers it.
The mark of post-modern humanism is the declaration that man himself is the ultimate and sole arbiter of truth and knowledge. The effort to justify
claims and judgments by appealing to a point of
reference outside of man is no longer philosophi
cally acceptable. Even the laws of logic are no
longer considered to reflect objective reality, but
rather the forms of human perception. This means
John Arceneaux worhs øt uarious jobs whích allow him to
study and write in the ørea of the philosophy of relígion.
A former graduate student at the Uniuersíty of Chicøgo,
he now liues in Wichita Falls, Texas.
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an unprecedented historical turn in man,s sense of
reality, and finally in the very character of civilization itself.

I. THE PROBLEM OF PRESUPPOSITIONS
At the heart of this great transformation is the
problem of a philosophical starting point, or presupposition A presupposition is an assumption (expressed or not) about the nature of reality, and
about how a person knows that he knows what is

"real" prior to the construction of a world view
which attempts to account for the meaning of life.
Every world view implies a philosophical presupposition.
But does a presupposition really tell us anything
about reality? And if so, which presupposition will
provide a "correct" philosophical beginning? Humanism's failure to provide rational answers to
these questions has brought about a dramatic
change in the way human thought is carried on.
When philosophers saw no solution in sight, they
"redefined" the whole objective reference of human
thought into a more subjective view. The result is
that our understanding of things as having an independent existence has almost totally been incorporated into our perception of those things-so
much so that the meaning of objectivity has
changed. This can rightly be called "the new atheism," because it no longer appeals to an objective
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the role of God in an unprecedented fashion.

While one school of thought emphasized right
doctrine as the essence of Christianity, another
view found right conducf to be of utmost import-

actually occurred. This is most significant, because
without such an understanding biblical theology is
meaningless. Whatever Bibte study may involve, in
the long run it must be applied to the problems
and needs that shape and give character to each

a dangerously speculative posture' On the other
hand the influence of Stoic philosophy led to the

point of reference outside man in justifying its
claims. In this rü/ay, man has taken upon himself
But why can the problems of the church be
traced to this historical transformation in the basic
philosophic outlook of mankind? Because we do
not even understand that a transformation has

generation.

It is quite possible to be thoroughly acquainted
with Scripture and not have the slightest notion of
what it might mean for modern man. Unless the
church understands the current intellectual dilemma, it will be unable to relate biblical values to
the increasing complexities of contemporary living.
Atready many Christians do not realize that grave
difficulty is encountered when questions of truth
and moral justification are pressed without any
understanding of what those questions mean. The
effect is disarming, and it is why Christian thought
has been shaped more by humanistic philosophy
than by the Bible. Perhaps \¡/e can gain some perspective on what is happening by recalling the role
of philosophy in Christian thought.

II. WHATEVER HAPPENED TO PHILOSOPHY?
Christian thinking began in the early church in
an effort to defend the gospel against the threat of
Gnosticism. The church had to seek a greater understanding of its faith in order to insure and maintain a Christian identity in a world of alien ideas.
By no means did it turn out to be an easy or short
task. Partly because the church v/as so young and
because the initial persecutions prevented much
time for reflection, it was a number of years before
a direct effort at Christian understanding began to
emerge. But already by the second century, apologetics had taken on a dual enterprise: not only to
defend the gospel before the world, but also to
formulate the meaning of the gospel for the church
in its own time.
But from the start there arose conflicting ideas
of what Christianity was all about' The major difference found its origin in the question, "In what
sense can it be said that Christianity is úrue?" So
deeply did the issue cut that it held implications
for the most basic of subjects: the method of approaching Scripture, and how one was to understand his relationship to God.
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ance. Behind this basic difference in emphasis were
two different philosophical answers to the question
of what faith was actually supposed to mean. The
presupposition of Platonic philosophy (especially
with regard to the ability of human reason in attaining truth) weighed so heavily on some of the
church's thinkers that the meaning of faith assumed

opposite extreme-Christianity was seen as basically
ethical. The difficulty was neither the attempt of
Christianity to understand itself nor the insistence
upon its more practical demands. There was simply
a faulty point of departure-in both cases, the
meaning of Christian truth was founded upon presuppositions about the nature of reality and truth
that were essentially non-Christian in their origin.
Thus, with pagan philosophy used from the beginning as a basic method of understanding, the
church's entire religious thanking was subsequently
colored. This influence was largely responsible for
the traditional and irreconcilable doctrine of the
separation between faith and reason during the
medieval period. Its end result was the total collapse of all attempts at a genuine Christian understanding of reality, and it is this failure that catapulted the church into the modern age.

The real turning point was the Protestant Reformation. When it opened the Bible for all to read,
it marked a true beginning for biblical theology'
But philosophical reflection became even more confused. The extravagancies of scholastic Catholicism
fostered such remote speculations that theological
inquiry was completely removed from the issues of
ultimate reality and the credibility of human knowledge. On the other hand, Protestantism failed to
develop a philosophy of its own and was left vulnerable, as it still is, to the influence of humanism'
What was done in the name of purifying the faith
actually made Bible study more and more provincial and withdrawn from broader human concerns'
With no way to relate theology to the world outside the church, Christianity became isolated from
the interests and issues of tife. A theo-centric view
of life, which would have provided a unifying link,
was not articulated. Each area of life became a specialized field on its own. This led to compartmentalization, and finally to the complete dismemberSEPTEMBER, 1978

ment of human knowledge. Questions about what
is real, and what is to be the standatd of ultimate
truth, not only became impossible to answer for
those outside the faith;even for Christians religion
became so demoted into one of many areas of life
that meaning and purpose became insurmountable
problems. They were told reassuringly that ,,Christ
is the answer"; but they were not shown how that
answer penetrates into all areas of life. Further, the
church failed to recognize that in all the confusion
man's sense of objective reality had been destroyed.
He had elevated himself as the standard of reality.

And it is this principle*the autonomy of man*
that underlies all of modern life.
For philosophers realized the situation was hopein the continuing search for an absolute standard of truth and morality based upon man,s independent reasoning. Humanism therefore radically
changed its complexion. The hope of discovering a
first principle (presupposition) for all things was
transformed to the unprecedented proclamation of
man himself as ultimate reality. This is the fundamental chalacter of the "post-modern" world which
has paved the way for the great emphasis upon individualism and self assertion in the categories of
sex, politics, race relations, etc. The shelves of local
bookstores are loaded with information about self
analysis, meditation, positive thinking, and telling
yourself you're okay. All of this ultimately represents the struggle to secure personal and social identity in an age which is void of any basis from which
certainty can be established.
less

In the midst of such confusion the church, too,
for some sense of awareness in an age of

struggles

increasing complexity that seemingly denies every
such effort at real understanding. Our leaders are
deeply worried about what shape the church will
take in the very near future. And they ought to be,
because the shape of religion has changed with the
post-modern transition. When modern Christianity
failed to seriously consider the philosophical problem of its earlier history, almost all of the church,s
intellectual energy became so directed upon the
Bible (a kind of "pure theology") that litile attention was ever given toward applying it to the realities of modern life.
The curricula of many Bible departments, seminaries, and church education programs reflect this.
It is tme that conservative Christian scholarship
saved the integrity of the Bible from the hands of
science and liberalism. But in many cases Christian
scholarship became so reactionary that it sought to
SEPTEMBËR,1978

determine for the church what the Bible could and
could not address by denying the possibility of a
Christian (biblical) philosophy. This has only perpetuated the confusion between reality and fantasy

in religion, and has also prevented the blood of the
cross from addressing itself to the loss of absolutes
and the collapse of traditional values in our time.

III. ÏHË MODËHN DILEMMA
in today's society are hopelessly trapped
between two presuppositional extremes about the
meaning of life. Both sides are humanistic in their
approach, but they strongly disagree over their unPeople

derstanding of man. The more "hard-core" humanists are basically prophets of materialism (the conviction that reality and the meaning of life is finally
a matter of the physical). Their blind optimism has
led to the modern attempt to resurrect the fourteenth century Renaissance hope by placing man's
future in technology.
But the "soft-core" version of humanism is by
far the more popular and is growing rapidty. It is
unfortunate that many who hotd to this do not
really understand what they are saying. Their emphasis on a'kind of "personalism" in which the self
is predominate in moral and social judgments comes
dangerously close to entirely dismissing the objective factor in life. This can be readily illustrated by
the reaction of many younger Christians against
the old legalism they were brought up on. There is
a relativistic tendency here in such contemporary
notions of faith as a kind of irrationality, or the
standard of biblical interpretation being intuition
or personal experience. Once while attending Sunday Bib'le class I was amazed to hear this statement
go unchallenged: ". . . it doesn't matter how you
interpret Scripture as long as it brings you closer
ùo God." This virtually makes every interpretation
correct, because it takes for granted that any interpretation in fact brings one closer to God. It seems
to assume that the will of God is actually deter"
mined by what I believe brings me closer to God.

The broader implications of this are touched on

by Gary Wills in a recent article f.or Fsychotogy

Today (April 1978). After reporting that virtuatly
half of the Protestant world nor¡/ says it has undergone a deep (mystical) religious experience, Wills
says:

Gallup admits that these figures have remained
relativ<;ly steady for decades, but thinks there
may be a greater spiritual "maturity" registered
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in the experiential forms of religion people are

readier to talk about now' That raises two questions. Is "enthusiasm" in the root sense a sign of
spiritual maturity?---a question that cannot be
answered in pollster language. And is enthusiasm
of the sort òurrently registered exceptional for
this country? @.77)

It is that first question that ought to really

bother us. It is not that anyone denies the reality
of religious experiences. What is in question is the
authority given to these experiences and the interpretations and claims made about them. One probiem is that authority which is solely based on religious experience has no way of being selective, or
of avoiding the final conclusion that virtually euery
expericnce is of God. This not only lets in everyone who malces a claim to Christianity, but it also
in the end is forced to capitulate to all other religions as well, i.e. universalism.
What many Christians fail to realize is that their
claims are often advanced from the very thing
which needs to be substantiated' The distinction
between an experience and the meaning attributed
to it is never recognized. J' E. Barnhart illustrates
this well in explaining the assumptions made by
those who would simply "testify" to their conversion:

Merely to tnention the word "Christ" in a testimony is to presuppose an entire repertoire of
hypotheses-e.8., that there actually was a Jesus
ol Nazareth, that he actually rose from the grave
(bodily? spiritually? as a hallucination of the disciplesi), that he is the cosmic Son of God, that
hé works miracles in the lives of people under
certain conditions, that he was born of a virgin,
and so on.
Hence, when sotneone says that he wants only
to give you his wituess, he is like a person, suitcasé in hand, telling you that he is just dropping
by to say "Hello!" (Religion and the Challenge
of Philosophy, p. 28\.

There is a strange kind of reasoning here that is
similar to post-modern humanism in the degree of
authority an individual places upon his religious
claims which call never be open to examinaLion. Be'
lieuing tlto.t something is true does not malze it true.
Once the objective quality in faith and theology is
removed, there can be no final difference between
a religion which ignores il,s own urgent intellectual
need arrd the post"modern humanistic view of life
which tends to disregard rationality altogether'
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IV. THË RETURI\I TÕ RËASON
The Reformation then is an unfinished taslç for
both Protestants and Catholics. The greatest challenge now before Christian thougltt is to put reli
g{on back into the centet of modern life-not by
throwing out reason, but by reitrstating human understanding at the foot of the cross' As long as the
Christian religion occupies only a part of a person's
total world view, erfforts to apply faith to the increasing problems of life will not be made with
much confidence because a part of life cannot give
the necessary meaning for all of life'
This is of the gravest concern for the church. Its
relative ignorance of the technological ar-rd philo'
sophical influences at work in this age has left it
without any way to meet the needs of living in a
post-modern world. Christian education must come
to realize that an uuderstanding of revelation (bib'
lical theology) alone cannot automatically provide
meaning and ptrpose without cornpletely removing
religion from the problems of life. The Bible must
be applied to the fundamental questions of each
age, or therr: can be no way of communicating or
relating the gospel message. Biblical studies must
ask how the Bible can address itself to the loss of
absolutes and the collapse of traditional values in
our world.
In his book,l'he l-Iistory and Future of Religious
Thought, Phitip Ashby views the intellectuai devel'
opment of religion historically as always constituting a defense against a threat or challenge which its
leaders have anticipated. Ashby concludes that the
actual historical basis from which theology has
risen is really apologetic, that is (and note czuefully
this definition):

the need to articulate religiclus faith in

t'erms

which are meanillgfut to the present culture and
defensible befclre the attacks of its enemies'
It is theology, therefore, which today must facethe present'"world coudition and the relation of
the ieligion which it represents to that condition'
. . . The degree to which [ttre great theologies]
were concerned only with defense created their
Iimitations; the measure in which they recognized themselves to be involved with universal
matters everywhere applicable to particular situations, nrougfrt into being their potential world'
wide significance. (P. 3)

'lhus, accord'ing tcl Ashby, the task of defending
the gospel against its fotls necessarily involves the
clariiication of the meaning of revelation in light
SËPTEMBER. l97B

of each historical círcumstance in which mun lxas
found himself. From this thesis it would appear
that the future of religion itself depends upon theological activity as it has arisen throughout history.
For the Christian religion in the rnodern age this
will mean the identification of reality and truth
with God in Christ, because either biblical Christianity is l,he truth about reality or there is no truth.
This is the issue now before us. Those who have
shaled an abiding interest in the Restoration Movement ought to be especially aware of this need. Our
reputation for a "thus saith the Lord" could prove
to be a real contribution toward the effort at understanding what it means to be a Christian in the
present age, and what it might mean for coming
generations. But unfortunately, this has become a
shibboleth. Its potential has become so ignored by
religious enthusiasm, and so corrupted by theological legalism, that its true prophr:tic meaning is on
verge of extinction.
Therefore, before such a much-needed contribu-

1,he

tion can be made, the church will have to realize
that the question about the meaning of life is no
longer a question just for non-Christians to consider. It will have to recognize that the problems
we face in this country and in the world are finally
religious and philosophicat; and fl-rat it is time for
the church to take seriously what is going on in the
world. Contemporary philosophy has become very
subjective in its views of reality and truth, and religious thinking has tended to follow in the same
direction with regards to what finalty constitutes
authority.
If the church is to retain any sense of spiritual
equilibrium, Christian leadership must: (1) recognize and understand the change which has taken
place in the mind of man and the resulting intellectual dilernma; (2) recognize what the non-Christian
response has been to the loss of absolutes and lack
of rational confidence in this age; and (S) see the
need for, and develop, a Christian (biblical) philosophy. The church can no longcr avoid the contemporary problem of meaning without itself becoming a victim of the decay in valur: and purpose.
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The question we then ireed to raise is whether the
church is drifting on a theological sea with no rational direction. Harry Blamires writes in response
to what he sees as the impact of humanism on
Christian thought:
F aith, the view which sees all things here below
in terms of God's supremacy and earth,s transitoriness, in terms of Heaven and Hell. . . .
Except over a very narrow field of thinhing,
chiefly touching questions of stricily personal
conduct, we Christians in the modern world accept. . . a frame of reference constructed by ilre

secular mind and a set of criteria reflecti.ng secular evaluations. There is no Christian mind; there
is no shared field of discourse in which we can
move at ease as thinking Christians by trodden
ways and past established landmarks. (The Christian Mind, pp. 3-4)

There are a great many Christians who are confused about what their faith is supposed to mean
within the context of our contemporary experience. This is why it is becoming increasingly difficult for some to relate what happens on Sunday
morning to what occurs in their lives during the
rest of thrj week. Many somehow manage to live
within two opposing realms of understanding, each
with its own view of the world. The ethical implications of this are obvious. Blamires hints at this
when again he says, "We have no Christian vocabulary to match the complexities of contemporary
political, social, and inclustrial life,, (p. 26). At a
time when it is so desperately needgd, the church
is without a unique Christian basis for understanding all of life.
However the Bible is approached or whatever
meaning is ascribed to faith, philosophical assumptions (presuppositions) have always shaped ther life
of the church for either good or ill. After some
1,700 years of church history, isn,t it time for these
assumptions to be critically examined? This is the
urgent intellectuat task now before flre church.

Examine yourselves, to see whether you âre
lrolding to your faith (2 Cor. 13:5).
t
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L[gilh
By CHARLES COULSTON

In Thornton Wilder's novel, The Bridge of San

Luis Rey, a monk attempts to justify the ways of
God. Having seen five people fall to their deaths
from a bridge, he treats it as a test case in which he
will trace their lives, discover what led them to be
on the bridge at this moment, and thereby justify
the ways of God. But, alas, there are no clear circumstances, and his findings serve but to enrage the
authorities, who see that the monk is killed. The
conclusion is that love is the only bridge over the
chasm of despair and death. Is God righteous or not?
It is written, "If you know that he is righteous,
you may be sure that everyone who does right is
born of him" (1 John 2:29). If God is righteous,
then comrnitting myself to a righteous life makes
sense. If he is not, then to struggle to know and
love him is nonsense. In our day, God's righteousness is challenged. He is accused of certain malpractices.
,GOD WAGE$ WAR'
God stands accused of war and murder. In the
Old Testament he sends his people out to destroy
the enemy, to leave no one alive. Sometimes it
sounds as if he delights in the war that is coming.
The Christian claim is that God never wills war, but
that he does control war and guide it to his own
ends. Human beings develop warlike spirits: gteed,
envy, and desire for pleasure and power.
God is a realist. He is no hand-wringing religious

Charles Caulston is preaching ministe'r
of Chríst in Redwood City, Califarnia.
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softie standing at the sidelines saying, "My, oh, my,
whatever will happen? The Arabs are after the
Jews, the whites are suppressing the blacks. Oh
dear, oh dear, none of them will act right." He does
not call for that which is impossible-for unright
people to act right. Haven't we all-the hand-wring'
ing liberals and the heavy'handed conservativesIearned anything yet? Good water does not come
out of a bad spring, nor bad water out of a clear
spring. Apples do not grow on thorn bushes. Autos
do not produce clean air, and dishonest business
and political practices do not produce capable
leaders. In the midst of this, God does not stand
around uselessly. He uses the warlike and greedy
spirit of humans to work the appropriate judgment.
By the nature of God, who is light and love, and
by the nature of the universe, which is his, and by
the nature of mankind, who is made in the image
of God, it will always be true that good brings on
good and evil brings on evil. Envy and greed bring
the house down on the heads of the envious and
greedy. Murder calls down death, and death works
its bloody end.
So God used the Israelites to be the judging force
on the tribes of Canaan, whose evil is well pre'
served-for example in the writings of Ugarit. That
does not mean that the Israelites rvr/ere any less
guilty. God used the Assyrians and Babylonians as
the scourge of Israel, but they were also evil. So
the Persians overcÌame the Babylonians and were
overcome in turn by the Greeks, whose evils are
more fully recorded (even reveled in by many of
their writers) than anyone else's hut Israeì's.
The Romans in turn took the lands of the Greeks,
SËPTËMBËH,1978

and were supplanted by the barbarians, who formed

Germany and France and England. The evils of
France and England have been recompensed by
many, including the Americans and Vietnamese.
The evils of Nazi Germany were turned back by
American and British and Russian forces. And we
have not mentioned the Bolshevik overthrow of the
Czars in Russia and the rebellion in China.

Though the Americans were rebuffed in Indochina and the Russians in China and Egypt, we do
not yet see the scourge of today's superpowersthe United States, Russia, and China. But they will
come, for there is still enough greed and envy and
power-seeking to fan the flames of war. Be assured
that God works yet, not to create havoc and death
and pain and war, but to channel the evil forces in
us in ways that will work out the best justice in the
world. For "God is light, and there is no darkness
at all in him." "He is righteous altogether, and true
are his judgments." "God is love."
,GOD

DOESN'T CARE'
God is accused of not caring, of standing by indifferently while innocent people are hurt, when
he could use his porver (if he really exists) to spare
them, heal and protect them.
But if God is to be light and love, he must not
push and shove. Would he truly love free creatures
if he forced them not to hurt the innocent? Does
he practice true freedom who would not allow human beings to live in the vicinity of an earthquake
fault? Does he love his people by healing every illness so that humans never develop medicine, expand their knowledge, practice the love of consoling
and healing the sick? Could we live with joy in a
world where the cosmic hand may descend at any
time to change we know not what? Is he light and
truth who will force his creatures not to develop
technology in order to spare them the modern illnesses of heart disease and cancer and pollution
poisoning?
As George Burns said in the movie Oh, God!, "I
have given you all you need to make a good world."
Without struggle, we end in apathy. The end of
pain is not worth the end of ambition. We are either
free and responsible and subject to our environment, or we are robots and irresponsible and the
environment doesn't have reality and stability. It is
no good asking for the impossible. It is no good
asking for one thing, when getting it would deprive
SEPTEMBER,1978

us of something infinitely more precious. Lose our
freedom for the sake of health? Never! God does it
the right way, the good way. God does not will us
pain. Instead, he wills us freedom. And God is still
light, and there is no darkness at all in him.
,GOD

WILLS DEATH'
God is accused of making a world in which death
is the end, the objective. It begins in life, fresh ancl
growing and promising, and ends in decay. All
things are running down, Is there not here, at last,
an undeniable darkness in the God in whom we say
we believe? Doesn't all the evidence show us that
death is what we all move toward? Even if war and
murder and disease and pain cannot be blamed on
God, people still die of old age-senile and fumbling and dribbling, going out "not with a bang
but a whimper." And where is my loving God while
all roll silently or screaming into the voracious jaws
of death? Where is the God of the nursing home
and the cemetery?
How did I get myself into this situation, anyway?
Must I attempt to answer an unans\ryerable charge
like that? I cannot. My arguments crumble. I cannot see ordinary evidence that life is the goal, that
light is ongoing, that love can win the battle. Therer
is no logic at my disposal to counteract the apparent clear evidence. It is beyond my understanding.
But there is one little gleam of light that may yet
shine in the darkness and not be overcome. It is
merely a promise and a single event, and is not
grounded in logic. It is, however, a spark that may
leap forth and rejuvenate all.
It begins with the Old Testament psalmist David,
who affirms without evidence, "You will not let
your holy one see corruption; you will not abandon
my life in death." And it continues in the promise
given by Jesus of Nazareth: "I am the resurrection
and the life; the one who believes in me will never
die; though he die, yet shall he live." "The hour is
coming, and now is, when the dead shall hear the
voice of the Son of God, and those who hear will
live. For as the Father has life in himself, so he has
granted teh Son also to have life in himself." Later
he charged the Jews with unbelief by saying, "You
refuse to come to me that you may have life."
We must admit that the evidence as we see it
shows that this world begins with life and ends in
death. But Jesus promises to inject life into the
world. A new energy will flood into the universe. It
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may not stop the universe from running out of kinetic energy or electricity or heat, but it will nevertheless give life, life that is not motion but being
and becoming.
The disciples of Jesus said they had evidence that
this is the case, that we were not made for death

and darkness but for life and light, that the believer's ultimate destiny is not to "run do"rr'n."
There are two lines of evidence which they used'

Christ's likeness, able to live victoriously and joyfully and obediently in all circumstances. Our despair is turned to joy; our death is turned to life; we
are children of God." Once again they claimed the
words of the prophets: "I will pour out my Spirit
on all flesh." "I will put a new Spirit within them."
Therefore nev¡ energy and force and

life

light are entering the universe all the time.

and
Each

of the Spirit Is Here
line of evidence that this world tends
second
The

time a person calls on and/or is granted the force
of God in his Spirit, life and light enter the universe. "If you live according to the flesh you will
die, but if by the Spirit you put to death the deeds
of the body you will live." "To set the mind on the
Spirit is life and peace." "The person who believes:
Out of his heart shall flow rivers of living water.
Now this he said about the Spirit." "He breathed
on them and said to them, Receive the HoIy Spirit."
"Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit
of the Lord is, there is freedom. And we all, with
unveiled faces, beholding the glory of the Lord, are
being changed into his likeness from one degree of
glory to another; for this comes from the Lord who
is the Spirit."
These are the two lines of evidence, the ouly evi'
dence that life is triumphant over death, that our
life in the body is not a cruel hoax or a useless test'
The new life of Jesus and the coming of the SpiritForce of God are the signs and the means and the
realities of enduring life. So the body of flesh can
be a training gtound, a creature who learns love, a
glorious but sometimes traumatic beginning of life.
For the resurrection expands our vision of life beyond the confines of a process from cradle to grave
to a dynamic, eternal, becomingJike-God-

to life iristead of death is the presence of the Holy
Spirit. The disciples said, "He is here with us. We
saw the tongues of fire and heard the miracle of
languages numerous times. We are changed into

God is righteous-I know he is. He does not wage
waï nor give out sickness nor decree death. He
t
loves, and his love is life and light for us.

He Is Risen!
"Jesus is risen from the dead!" The disciples an'

nounced this to each other, then to the whole
world. "We know he is alive, for we have seen him,
looked carefully at him, and even touched him
with our hands. We heard his voice, and this one
who is alive now is the same one who died before.
Besides that, the tomb is empty, and the guards are
sure that no one carried him away. And this resurrection event makes sense, for it was predicted in
the Jewish writings: 'You are a priest forever'; and,
'You will not let your holy one see corruption.'

"Therefore Jesus is resurrection and life. The
force to give him life came into this universe and
raised him up. And we share in it and will be given
life also. 'Such as I have give I thee.' 'Where I am,
there you will be also.' 'For as the Father raises the
dead and gives them life, so also the Son gives life
to whom he will.'We believe and so speak, knowing that he who raised the Lord Jesus will raise us
also with Jesus and bring us with you into his
presence."
The Age

"The thing I am always afraid of is that in writing more I shall cease to
be an amateur, that writing will become a trade. I am afraid that people
will expect me to know those tricks of the trade that will please the
public, whereas what I want is to retain all my simplicty, to describe
simply what I experience, what I think, without any sacrifice'"

--Paul Tournier, The Adventure of Living
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CURRËNIISÐ
There is every sign that the Churches of Christ
are meeting the current epidemic of divorce with
all the skill and compassion of medieval medicine,
when bìood-letting was the favorite device. A recent self-published book by an Abilene Christian
University professor is representative of a reactionary attempt to be hoìier than our Lord himsetf in
rejecting those whose marriages have failed.
That this approach frequently bleeds the patient
to spiritual death does not seem nearly so crucial
as a desperate attempt to place the strictest possible construction on the Scriptures. Christ's law of
liberty is being reconstituted from a way of grace
to a legal system as stringent as Moses' Iaw. GoIgotha and the Mount of Olives are being reshaped
into Sinai.
The heresy that is beii,g foisted off on a people
all-too"ready to condemn someone--anyone-holds
that mistaken divorces and rernarriages are unforgivable sins. The remedy for this sad situation is,
we are advised, to put away the present wife and
either remain celibate, or somehow return to the
first marriage. (Presumably, males might also be
allowecl to become eunuchs for the kingdom's
sake.)

That this grace-less, worhs-salvation system (some
are requiring couples to separate as a pre-condition

to baptism) lets blood

was illustrated recently by
the bleak statement of a friend. IJis marriagc' was
adjudged sinful by his elders" Thev were not bold
enough to "withdraw" frorrr him;he could continue
SEPTËMBER,1g78

-"fixlte,i?"^"räHä'JliË

to stay on the roll, but he could not pray aloud in
public, teach a class, or wait on the Table unless
he first divorced his present wife. Looking at the
hopeless options offered, he weighed his chances of
living morally but unmarried, assessed his current
obligations to his wife and children, and concluded,
"I guess I'll stay with them and go to hell."
But before I become irretrievably bitter over
this galling state of affairs, let me address the faithful few who still believe God can forgive marital
sins without requiring the further sin of yet another divorce. Let us resist the temptation to cross
the swords of debate with these unbiblical Puritans. It is a matter of the seirse and the spirit and
the soul of Christianity. Ii is an issue often inaccessible to rational or verse-by-verse argument.
How, then, can we deal with the heresy? As
Jesus did-not by argument but by proclamation.
Let us use these dreary days of self-righteous condemnation as an opportunity to preach grace to
those who find themselves in these situations. Here
is a call for churches to make it known in their
community that they have a place for folk like this
-indeed that they themselves are fitled with folk
like that-forgiven sinners.
It is not a time for petty argument, but for simply making it hnown that in the midst of a frightened scamper back to legalism, some will continue
to say boldly, with Jesns, "Neither do we condemn
you.t'
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Case Overstated
I agree with Michael Hall ("Sound
Means Healthy, not Hard," July issue)

that sound doctriue will make oue's
soul healthy, and that sometimes "cor'
recú" doctrine has been presented in a
way lhat does more harm than good.
Yet, I think he has overstated his case
and made some incorrect statements.

Hall points

out that the word

'osound" is from hygianino which was
originalty a medical terr.n denoting
"wholeness" or "being well." With
this I would agree. But he also saYs

that the present use of t'sound"

as

being free from error, or hard and severe, is not how the word was used in
biblical times.
Acüually, writers as earlY as Plato
used "sound" in the tnetaphorical sense

to "false." StanGreek-English lexicons from

of "true,"

dard

as opposed

'Ihayer (p. ô3a) to Baur-Arndt-Gingrich
(p. Sa0) tist the meaning of the word
in these passages as "true and incorrupt doctrine," and "the correct doc-

trine." In fact the T'heological Diction'

ary of the Neu¡ Testament (VIII,

p.

312) says:

"To be avoided is ihe mistake of
thinking that the reference is to the
teaching which makes whole, whose
goal is health of the soul. Sound doctrine is true and correct teachiug in
contrast to perverted doctrine, . . ."
I realize that the meauing of words
is not determined by dictionaries but
by usage, and it's possible for lexicog'
uaphers to make nristakes. But it seems
üo rne thai there is good reason to
think ihat "sourd" in these passages
does mean "free from error or fallacy."
All o'true" teaching, when preseuted

in a

Chrisi'like manner,
"healthful."

will

be

J. A. llavis

Commerce,'Ïexas

Þisgusted by Þespair

I must admit rvith a friend of mine
tbat Mission. can lre a depressing ulaga"

zine. Although life and its problems

are teal, I am more disgusted than sym'

pathetic with the despair that is being
expressed on your pâges.

The perfect distillation of what I'm
talking about is the poem, "In Passitlg
. . ," by Herbert A. Marlowe, Jr. (August issue). The only thing I can say is'

that you have 'not yeÛ resisted unto
blood in your struggle against*what?
Sin-that's how Paul put it. Not conseruatism, liberalism, the ERA, or any'
thing else, but sin. Our struggle is not

against flesh and blood, but against
spiritual beings and their powers.
Growing up in the Churcli of Christ
has provided a kaleidoscope of para'
doxes to be resolved concerning spiritual things. And it all boils down to

whether your personal faiih

will

be

affirmed or discarded. To those who
cor"rtinue

to let

themselves be intitni-

dated by the transitory grurnblings, in
effect, of fellow Christians, I must echo
tl,e words of C. S. Lelvis: "Are you a
mall or a rabbit?" And I ask you to
consider in a deeper senge Paul's rvords
to the llebrews: "By now you should
be teacherg."

John Mc0ot¡k
Austin, Texas

